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Wouldn't it be nice if you found your perfect hotel, but instead it found you? Thanks to Hotels.com,

that's now possible. Book your Aruba vacation accommodation with Hotels.com guest reviews as well
as hotel photos, hotel deals, and online booking info for Banyan Tree Hotels at fantastic prices.

Thanks for visiting! We spoke to our own personal tour guide, Dien, to get her own personal top 10
tips when visiting Aruba's Banyan Tree Hotels. Read all about the island below! Banyan Tree Aruba
Top Banyan Tree Aruba hotel deals When you stay at Banyan Tree Aruba, you can think what you

would like the room to look like because they have a variety of spaces to choose from. The resort is
famous for the almost 500 magnificent coconut trees. The rooms are flooded with sunlight, making it

a breeze to read and relax at the terrace. Additionally, the rooms are well-designed and the
amenities are very convenient. Each of the rooms comes with a number of features that make

Banyan Tree Aruba a premium choice for guests. These include large windows, which let in plenty of
natural light. Plus, the rooms include a private terrace that comes with a dining area and beautiful
views of the tropical landscape. The resort is also very pet-friendly, and you can bring your dogs

along! Activities Cruising Horseback riding Indoor & outdoor pool Kayaking Private pool Spa services
Tennis Water sports Visit Banyan Tree Aruba Enjoy Banyan Tree Aruba's delicious restaurant and

snacks Of course, the most exciting part of a vacation is probably getting to visit and experience new
things. When you stay at Banyan Tree Aruba, you'll have the chance to enjoy delicious, fresh dishes

on the terrace. This tropical setting is the perfect spot for a lazy lunch or an evening gathering with a
nice glass of wine. But the best thing about the venue is that it's an open-air restaurant, which is a

great way to relax before and after a meal 6d1f23a050
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